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I. Introduction 

The main experimental. features of the nucleon-antinucleon interaction 

are as yet not completely clear but enough is knoWn to have stimulated 

already a good deal of' theoretical speculation and same calculation. I 

want~ to review this rather new subject and to report in particular 

on some calculations recently carried out at Berkeley. 

To begin the review, the tact that total. cross sections of complex 

nuclei for a.ntinucl.eons are substantially larger than those for nucleons 

has by nov been quantitatively understood 1n terms of the elementa.ry NN 

cross sections, which are several times larger than the N.N. Glassgold1 :for 

example, has used the observed pp total cross sections to cnlculat;e1 f:rom 

the optical mdel, the total cross sections for complex nuclei rangifl8 from 

Be to Pbo Using the nuclear density distribution that emerges from cpticaJ.. 

model analyses of proton scattering he successfUlly reproduces the observed 

antiproton cross sections. The increase in ef'fect1 ve nuclear size is of 

course due to the outer fringe, which is transparent for nucleons eu·c. 

opa(.iue for an.tinucleons o Calculations essentially equivalent to those of 

Glassgold have been carried out in several la.bcrat.ories, all With the sMn:~ 

result .. 

We 1111zy concentrate our attention, then, on. the elem~nta.ry if. 

i:o.tere.cti.oD.. I should ao.y at once that in eddi t:ton 'i:o the re:"ch3r lt3J:B1'. 

\:,otal cre-ss aect.ions !;,here is soma evidence, at 1~50 ~v due 'i:O 



Chamberlain, Segre, Ypsilant.is, et alo 1 that as much as &:t/J of. this cross 

section lll8\Y be annihilation, w1 th only a small fraction elastic scattering. 

The evidence here is weak, b.owever, being based on subtraction arguments, 

and at lower .,~:i_(tr;.;'&itlS photo::;raph1c emulsion observations suggest a "normal" 

amount of elastic scattering, i .. e. about ha.1.f' of the totaL (Seven scatterings 

in the energy range between 40 and 200 ·Mev, observed by Goldhaber, 

Kalogeropoulos and Silbergerg, correspond to an average elastic cross 

section of 75 mb.) 

Nothing is known yet about what happens at very low (less than 

10 Mev) or very high (greater than 1 Bev) energies. Evidence on slaw 

antiprotons is just now being accumulated in a bubble chamber experiment 

at Berkeleyo 

II o Survel of Nucleon Structur!_ 

It bas been possible to understand many properties of the nucleon 

in terms of the Yukawa hypothesis that the nucleon is a source of the 

•~meson field in the same sense that a charged particle is a.source of 

electromagnetic field. The Yukawa picture of the physical nucleon 

divides itself' rou~ into three regions: 

(l) An outer "fringe" at distances ~_E._ where virtual p ... wa,ve 
m

1
c 

pions occur in a well defined. distribution, with a strength characterized 

entirely by the pion=nucleon coupling constant, f2 = Ooo8 ± 0.01. General 

considera.tions ..... such as conservation laws and the uncertainty principle="" 

give us confidence that we 1mderstand this region. If the pion is indeed 

the lightest pa.:t"ticle which interacts strongly with the nucleon then it 

~dominate ·the outer parts of the nucleon s·tructure; an.d if we oolieve 

that strong interactions conserve parity and ieotopic spin and ore eli.lscntislly 

local in nature, then the distribution of virtual pions e.i', large dis·tc.nces 
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range parts of the nucleonconucleon force and on the zero energy lim1 ts of 

pion-nucleon scattering and photo .. pion production g1 ve quantitative 
. 

confirmation of these conclusions o By any ordinary standards, then, we 

can claim to have a rather complete understanding of the 11:f'ringe" of the 

nucleono 

(2) 'l'he intermediate structure of the nucleon, at distances 

.:e:. ..1L but greater than _Mhc , is by DD means completely understood but it 
m"c 

seems still to be dominated by p.,.wave virtual pions" The cut.=off version 

of the Yukawa theory, which includes~ P-wave pions, bas he4 semi"" 

quantitative success in describing this intermediate regiono That is to 

say, it gives a rough understalldinS of the well-known (~, ~) resonance in 

the pion""nucleon system, which occurs at e. pion wavelength r..~ -2
1 .JL , and 

m"c: 
the theory also seems to give a nucleon-nucleon f'orce at intermediate 

distances which is remarkably close to that required by experimento When 

you add the fact that the anomalous nucleon magnetic moments are rather well 

understood in terms of this purely p ... wave pion cloud, one concludes that 

a good deal is k.nown, at least. empirically, about the intermediate structure 

of the nucleon. 

(~) Finally there is the "core11 of' the nucleon, the structure at 

{ col4 ) distances smaller than the nucleon Compton wavelength 2cl x 10 em o 

Almost nothing is understood about this region theoretically although we 

expect it to contain virtual strange particles and ant.inucleons.. Empirical.ly 

it g:t.ves rise to a strong repulsive 'force between two nucleons, 'ime :f'emous· 

"hm'd core11 of the potential., 

An admittedly loose scr~r in this model is the veiy mna11 neutron"" 

electron interaction.. The intel"!lle•Cliate range p ... 1;.ra,ve pion cloud gives sn 
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interaction many times larger than that observed, so some unknown component 

in the nucleon structure must be cancelling it. I do not think, however, 

that this difficulty, standing aJ.one, is suf'f'icient cause to abandon the 

Yukawa approach .. 

_!!Io Application to Antinucleons.. Ge_peral Considerat~o~ 

What relevance do these considerations have to a.ntinucleons? 

lvell, if the principle of charge conjugation means what we think it does 1 

· the above picture of the nucleon leads us to just as complete a picture of 

the antinucleon. Every virtual pion in the fringe and intermediate region 

is simply' to be replaced by the corresponding sntipion. The point I am 

trying to make is that if' we claim to understand the nucleon.=nucleon 

interaction at large and intermediate distances in terms of the corresponding 

portions o:f' the pion cloud, then we understand exactly as much about the 

~eon-antinucleon interactiono We are not in the position of. being able 

to plead ignorance about the "nzy"Sterious" antinucleono We cannot make 

ad ... hoc assumptions about the Ni interaction at large and intermecliate 

distances without the danger of doing violence to well established principles e 

In particular 1 the 450 Mev experimental indication of a very large 

ratio of annihilation to scattering has led to roodels for the interaction 

in which some "influence," capable o.f annihilation, extends to distances 

even greater than a pion Compton wa:velengthn It may be the.t such an 

influence exists, but we should realize that it does not f>r!llo'w from the 

field theory which has been successfUlly used to describe other properties 

ot nucleons., 



The magn1 tude of' the Hi total cross section in itself does not 

imply that arzyth1.ng beyond the conventional Yukawa interaction mechanism 

is involved. A classical impact parameter equal to the pion Compton 

wavelength corresponds to a total cross section ot 130 mb o Thus the 

astonishing :ract1 if there is one, is that np and pp cross sections are 

so small, not that pp cross sections are so large o 

The usual theoretical description of the NN interaction differs 

according to the region of structure involvedo At large separations, where 

singly occurring :fringe pions are dominant, the potential energy is exactl.v 

given by 

oor 
!,._ 

r 

where 2 
f' = 0 oo8 and the length un1 t is the pion Campton wavelength 

( mhc = 1..4 x 10""
1

' em.}. Since tbe pionic charge of the e.ntinucleon 
~ 

is the opposite of that f'or t.be nucleon, this part of the interac·tion 

simply reverses sign in the Ni systemo 

At intermed.iate distances double pion exchange becomes important., 

and these contributions have the same magnitude and sign in both NN an4 

Ni systems. (As a general rule, terms due to exchange of an odd number 

of' pions reverse sign while those due to an even number do not.) Untortunst.ely 

no reliable expression exists for the interaction due to multiple pion 

exchange 1 and at intermediate distances there also are corrections to the 

single pion formula due to nucleon recoil. However if' one tends to be 

optimistic there is reason to believe tha:t the most inr,port-..ant parts of the 

interaction !~t inte~d:tate distnnces ce.n be and have baen calculated in 

terms of' one Ql1.ld tm>""pion exchange o Thus ue are in e. poai tion to c.-onst.ruct~ 

at lev.st roughly., the :rtf? interac~ion. potential, except in ·the region of 

t.he core. 



It is f'or the core that we must make an assumption. We can be 

guided by two f'acts, one theoretical and one experimental. (1) In terms 

of' Feynman diagrams there are 1.-wo distinct contributors to the Ni 

interaction. First there are the diagrams in which pions are exchanged~ 

These are in one=to.,one correspondence with diagrams f'or the NN interaction 

and are represented by the long and intermediate range potential discussed 

previouslyo 
~ i 

Second there are the virtual annihilation diagrams: 

N fi 

etc. which have no counterpart 

in the NN system. 

N i 

These diagrams correspond to an interaction whose range i.s the nucleon 

COmpton wavelength end they reflect the possibility of true annihilation 

vlth the prod.uct1.on of' real pions. (2) The second f'e.ct of significance 

is the large average number of pions experimentally observed 1n m 
annihilation. This number is about equal to 5. 

Putting these two facts together suggests that the very short ra.nge 

part of the Nii interaction should be represented not by e. hard core bui; by a 

black hole.. Tha~ is to say, once the cores of N and i touch, nnnihilmtion 



is 1nevi table o If virtual pions are formed, there are so many tha.t t.he 

chance of all being reabsorbed to lead back to the NN system is negl:lgiblea 

Before describing the detailed quantum treatment of. this model let 

me emphasize its classical significanceo We have a small black hole~ 

surrounded sometimes lry a repulsive "wal111 and sometimes by an attractive 

nwell" o 

Both situations occur be~11se the nuclear force baa a strong spin dependence 

and mey be e:tther attracti~re or repulsive depending on how the spins are 

oriented. 

The cross sectio:r. is clearly determined by the outer potential. 

With a repulsion one usw.lly gets ela.stic scattering, unless the kinetic 

energy overcomes the burrier. With an attrection one sometimes gets 

scattering, but the lurer angular momentum collisions may laad to !'. spiraling 

in, followed by absort>tion, that is to st\)'", annihilation. The exact size 

of' the black hole is ~~learly not important. 

p o Jh,e ~tum !!!! !~cal CalcuJ.atj.ono WKB ApJLI'Oxin!!~· 

James Ba.1l l\lld. I undertook to make a calculation cf ·~:he nut"leon ... 

antinucleon scatte:':ing and absorption cross sections on the h.J$-16 cf' these 

H!.e'?,U;. We have uu:m ·the W!CB approx:tmat1on, ha.ving verified ·:h.q,i: til~ C.1:rTOrs 

"i:h.!t"Gby in"iiroducul n.re not serious at en~rgiea of.: '\:.he Ol-der cf 101 ~-:!.iv c..r 

gre~ .. OO~o 't-lro BetLl is a:t; present enzm.gc-d in f'. S'GUd.y of ~ru lc! e-"~ .. :'..! 
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problem, ~ere the WKB approximation cannot be useda I shall howewr not 

discuss here this very recent worka 

The WKB approximation maintains the attractive feature of the 

classical limit t}l..a.t the exact position of the annihilation boundary does 

not matter.. Characterist<ically the sum of the outer NN pot..ential ~the 

centrifugal barrier for a particular eigenstate has one or the other of the 

shapes shown here. In the first case the potenti&l is repulsive 1 or i:f' 

attractive, is too weak to overcome the centrifUgal ·termo Except at high 

energies the penetration through such a barrier is so small that the 

annihilation region might as well not be there. At most one gets a negative 

real phase shift tbst is determined by the outer part of the potentiaL 

In the second case, where the potent1o.l is strongly attra.ctive1 

the problem :from the WKB point of view is that of penetrating or going 

over the top of a barrier with same reflection from the outside surfacec 

Once part of' the wave is over or through one doesn't care how far in it 

travels before being absorbedo A nore precise and complete statement of 

this principle is that the form of the interaction ins:J.de the turning 

point closes·t to the origin is unimportant e The t-1KB approach thus shmrs 

that rather little understandJ.ng of what happens at small distances is 

required to perform a plausible calculation of the NN interac~ion at 

intermediate energies. Ironically one is better orr than with the NN 

system where the radius of' the repulsi.vc~ core is extremely important.., 

as is the behavior of the potential immediately outside the core o 

The maximum orbital an~1lar momentum, for which the ccntrifug~l 

barrier can b2 overcome at intermediate distances ( r AJ 1) by ·~be Yuk..:J.t.m 

1n·teract1ou~ seems to be ~- = 2. A criterion for -the val.Ldi iiy of ·'-he: 

th~Ocy presented h.~r~ 1 therefore 1 iS i;,h~(, '\.he important. anm.hi :W:~iCnS Bh'"1lJ. 
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occur in s, P, or D waves but not for higher f. values" If one is at 

such energy tbat absorption occurs through high angularoJOOmentum barriers 

which continue to rise right to the annihilation boundary, it is clear 

that the nature of this boundary' and the details of the Yukawa interaction 

in 1 ts neighborhood are important o In practice the restriction to f. ~ 2 

limits our discussion to laboratory energies less than about 200 Mev. The 

second slide shows a typical potential for I.. = 3o Clearly, in the 

neighborhood of 4QQ..,500 Mev, the detailed nature of the annihilation 

boundary Will be important o 

Another great advantage of' the WKB approximation is its 

simplification of' the very complicated tensor force problem~ As pointed 

out originally by Christian and Hart, one is led naturally to "effective 

central potentials" which act in each eigenstate separately o 

Our program., then, was to ca.tcule:te for each of the 20 eigenstates 

with Jl ~ 2 an effective central potential, and then we computed for 

each state the probability of the wave penetrating to the e.nrrl.hilation 

boundary and the real phase shift. The penetration coefficients le&d 

immediately to annihilation cross sections, and the scattering erose 

sections are obtained tram a combination of penetration coefficients and 

phase shifts o 

V. The GSM and KMO Potentials 

The first po·tentia.l to be considered was that of Gartenhaus ~ 

with the spin orbit term added by Signell and M9rshak.. The reasons for 

this choice are: ( 1} The GSM potentis.J. baa the correct asymptotic form;. 

(2) At in·l;ermedi.ate distances it is not in oon.flict. with m~son theoreraccl 

ideas, although it canoo't real.ly be said to be "derived" theref'rt.~ili .:md 
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( 3) It gives quantitative agreement ~d.th NN experiments up to l50.,.,Mev lab 

energy. 

We simply reversed the sign of the single ... pion exchange part of 

the GSM potential and left the remainder untouchede To the extent that 

the remtlinder is due to two-pion exchange 3 this recipe is theoretica.l.cy 

sound. Of course the spin-orbit term is phenomenologlcal and of unknown 

origin, so our handling of this particular part is open to questionu The 

results are as follows for a lab energy of l4o Mev: 

System 0abs 

pp 

np 

6} + 22 

79 

154 

148 
mb 

These ~ be compared to the results g1 ven by Signell and Marshak for 

the NN system 

pp 

np 

29 

6o 

These results 9 by the way 1 are in agreement with experiment~ 

What is the underlying reason for the small NR cross sections'i 

First of all the S phase shifts of the NN system are anomalously snw.ll 

because of a kind of "Ramsauer effect," a cancellation of the eff'ect of 

the repulsive core against an attractive outside region a The NN sys·tem3 

with the repulsive core replaced by a black bole makes f'ull use of the 

ou·'-side potentiaL A S01ll<!What similar phenomenon occurs in ·~:he .l? s·(:o. . .et. 

W:here t.he NN ayatem s repu.lsi ve long range one•, pion potenticl ~ntis 'to 

cc.un~rac·c t.i. short rrmge liJ\t·t.ractive two=pitm poeential. '1h2 r~V'-·r£•.:..1 cf 
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=ll ... 

sign of the one=pion part in the Ni system removes this canc:ellation, giving 

a strong overall attraction that accounts for a large part of the total 

plane=wave cross sectionQ 

vle have also made calculations w1 th a purely meson--theoretical 

potential due to Konuma, Miyazawa 8l,ld Otsuki. The results are very similar 

to those obtained from GSM~ 

yto 92MParison with EJCP!riment .. Conclusion. -
This leads me to the ~mparison with experiment.. In the limited 

range where the present theory makes contact vi th experiment the agreeman-t 

is satisfactory. At 190 Mev, Lambertson, Cork, Piccioni and Wenzel have 

found. a total riP cross section of 136 ± 16mb, where~ theory predicts 

for this energy an absorption cross section of I"V 55 mb and a slightly 

larger scattering cross section~ As mentioned earlier, in tbe energy rengt:~ 

between 40 and 200 Mev 1 emulsion experiments give an average elastic pp 
sc-.attering cross section. of 75:~ mb. Unfortunately at the only energy 

( 450 Mev) where both scattering and absorption measurements are curren-tly 

available, partial waves higher than Q == 2 p~ a large role1 and the 

approach descr~.bed here is not valid~ 

Since the theory of the sbort range parts of the Yu..lt.swa int·3:.re.c't1o.n 

prom.1.ses to be e~ctretl.lel.Y difficult, whereas that for intermediate d..is'\,.;~mcea 

msy be under control in ·the foreseeable future, experimental emp1las1s on 

energies bel..c.w 150 Mev seems desirable" It will be pe.rticuleu:.l.y :tn'teres'ting 

to see if "bumps" thst ctm be identified ui tb individual par"Gi.s.l V:11.res ~e 

c;b&erved in the cross section va ~ energy curve. As our und:ers\;"1:a.d.:1.og of' 



A final word about what to eJq>ect at very high energies, i.e Q, in 

the multi ... Bev re.ngeo It is very hard to see how the concepts I have 

discussed tod.ay can lead to large annihilation cross sections in this 

region of energy. We have been depending on the pion cloud to deflect the 

antinucleons inward so that they bang into the nucleon core and are 

annihila:ted" But for antiprotons in the Bev range the pion cloud cannot 

do :much deflecting.. FriDge collisions w-111 leed only to multiple meson 

production and the am:dhi.lat1on cross section should shrink to 'hhe size of' 

tlle black hole that we have been talking about.. Exactly what this size is 

we do not know but it must be closer to 10 t.hen to 6o mb. 

:tb:iels of the NN interaction with an extended regf.on of annih1la:i>lc·:r:t 

should of course continue to yield large annihilation cross sections even 

at high energies o Also at low and intei1llediate energles they should not 

lead to irregular! ties in the cross section vs o energy such as I have 

described hereo There should be no difficulty, therefore, in deciding 

between these two theoretical approaches once sufficient data is acC!l.mrula.ted. 
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